Hawaii Media Outlets

Newswire’s Media Database provides targeted media outreach opportunities to key trade journals, publications, and outlets. The following records are related to traditional media from radio, print and television based on the information provided by the media.

Note: The listings may be subject to change based on the latest data.

Radio Stations
1. KCCN-FM [KCCN FM100]
2. KDDB-FM [102.7 Da Bomb]
3. KIPO-FM [Hawaii Public Radio]
4. KKBG-FM
5. KLHI-FM [Native 92.5]
6. KNWB-FM [B97]
7. KOPO-LP
8. KPHI-FM
9. KPOI-FM [ALT 105.9]
10. KTOH-FM
11. KUCD-FM [Star 101.9]
12. KWAI-AM [K-108]
13. KWXX-FM

Publication & Print
1. ALA MOANA
2. aloha HILTON HAWAIIAN VILLAGE
3. American Quarterly
4. ASIAN AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY
5. BUILDING INDUSTRY HAWAII
6. CONTEMPORARY pacific
7. DEEP-SEA RESEARCH PART I: Oceanographic Research Papers
8. eTN (eTurbo News)
9. Examiner.com - Honolulu
10. freesurf
11. go KAILUA
12. GOBankingRates
13. green
14. green magazine
15. HAWAI'I BRIDE & GROOM
16. Hawaii'i Journal of Medicine & Public Health
17. Hawaii 24/7
18. HAWAII hospitality
19. Hawaii Tribune-Herald
20. HILUXURY
21. HOMES & LAND - HAWAII, The BIG ISLAND
22. HONOLULU PULSE
23. HONOLULU Star-Advertiser
24. Island scene Online
25. Journal of Legal Affairs and Dispute Resolution in Engineering a
26. KA LEO
27. Kalamalama
28. KITEWORLD MAGAZINE
29. Maui NŌ KA 'OI
30. MAUI NOW.com
31. mauitime
32. Metro HNL
33. MidWeek
34. MidWeek KAUA'I
35. OAHU DRIVE GUIDE
36. Ola HILTON GRAND VACATIONS LIFE
37. PACIFIC BUSINESS NEWS
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38. PACIFIC SCIENCE  
39. PACIFIC UNION Recorder  
40. Pharmaceutical Biology  
41. scoringlive  
42. Spirituality & Health  
43. SpiritualityHealth.com  
44. SPOTLIGHT ON HAWAI'I  
45. STARS AND STRIPES  
46. storySouth  
47. STYLEBISTRO  
48. tgi (THE GARDEN ISLAND)  
49. THE GARDEN ISLAND  
50. The Journal of Educational Research  
51. The Maui News  
52. The Maui News Online  
53. The Molokai Dispatch  
54. The TV MegaSite Inc  
55. THE VOICE KA LEO  
56. TRAVEL WEEKLY  
57. Vibrance  
58. WAIKIKI MAGAZINE  
59. Weekender  
60. West Hawaii Today

### TV Stations

1. KBFD-DT  
2. KFVE-TV [KFVE]  
3. KHET-TV [PBS Hawaii]  
4. KHON-TV [KHON 2]  
5. Wake Up 2day Hawaii's Morning News

### Hawaii Media Outlets

1. Reviews by Clo  
2. THE HUFFINGTON POST